
APPAREL TRAINING & DESIGN CENTRE 

“Paridhan Vikas Bhawan”, Plot No. 50, Sector – 44, Institutional Area, Gurgaon, 

Haryana 122003 

Email – hr@atdcindia.co.in 
 

“The Apparel Training & Design Centre” (ATDC) is India’s largest Vocational Training 

provider in “Apparel Sector” having Pan-India network of about 84 Centres. ATDC is hiring 

an ‘Assistant Manager’ Sustainability program for (Delhi NCR) on full time contract basis.   

Position Available: - 01 

Sustainability in the Garment and Textile value chain 

 Join the Fashion Revolution, a new era of fashion where every stitch tells a 
story of sustainability. Our garment and textile value chain is committed to 
reducing the environmental impact while uplifting communities. Join us in 
shaping a brighter, greener future for the industry. Together, let's make fashion 
sustainable, stylish, and socially responsible. 

Key Responsibilities: - 

 Technical knowledge: - Understanding of sustainable materials, production 
process, and supply chain management. 

 Analytical Skills: - Capability to assess environmental data, track progress 
toward sustainability goals, and identify areas for improvement. 

 

 Supply chain transparency: - Ensuring transparency at every stage of the 
value chain, to enable informed decision–making and accountability. 

 

 Ethical practices: - Implement ethical practices, including fair wages, safe 
working conditions, and respect for human rights throughout the supply chain. 

 

 Resource Efficiency: - Promoting the efficient use of resources such as 
water, energy, and materials, through optimization techniques, recycling, and 
innovative technologies. 

 

 Circular Economy Practices: - Embracing circular economy principles by 
designing products for durability, reuse, repair, and recycling to minimize 
waste. 



 Decision making:- For the implementation, Engagement with the cross-
functional team with their perspective into decision-making processes. 

 

 Compliance and Standards: - Ensuring compliance with relevant regulations 
and standards related to environmental protection, labor rights, and product 
safety. 

 

 Sustainability Indices and Continuous Improvements: - knowledge about 
the index to be followed. Continuous monitoring and evaluating sustainability 
performance, setting targets for improvements and implementing initiatives. 

 

 Consumer Education:- Educating consumers about the importance of 
sustainable fashion choices and driving their purchasing power for sustainable 
products. 

Requirements: - 

 Preferably - Bachelor’s degree in Fashion Technology or Industrial Engineering from 

N.I.F.T or similar degree. with sustainability-related courses and workshops. 

And have knowledge and skill in most of the above-mentioned points 
 Minimum of 6 years of experience in any sustainability project, with a focus on 

process improvement and result orientation. 
 High level of efficiency in Analytics, Presentation Making, Advanced Excel, 

etc. 
 Management Capabilities to lead various teams, implementation and 

development. 

 Professionist in presentation analytics, Excel, etc. 

 Marketing Capabilities for new projects. 

 Experience in content creation & development. 

 Experience in Training deliveries across various job roles of Apparel Industry.    

 

Application must include a cover letter and full curriculum vitae with recent colour 

photograph. The applicant should provide photo copies of Xth, & Graduation Certificate / 

Degree and must attach last pay certificate showing deduction details. 

Interested candidates may send their resumes to hr@atdcindia.co.in and 

roopalishukla@atdcindia.co.in and within 10 days of the release of this advertisement. Only 

shortlisted candidates shall be called for online interaction followed by personal interview. 

ATDC reserves the right to cancel this recruitment, cancel any application without assigning 

any reason. 
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